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For over half a century, millions have appreciated Carl Reiner's work as comedian, actor, director, TV writer
and author. Winner of numerous accolades, including 12 Emmy wins and one Grammy award, Carl Reiner
once again brandishes his literary talents to tell the story of his life in I Remember Me.

Reiner reminisces on 90 years of love and laughter, highs and lows, mistakes and triumphs. Told with a
warm heart and an occasional touch of nostalgia, Reiner draws from decades of family, friends and fun to
illuminate his life and career as one of America's most loved and memorable figures.

I Remember Me weaves an American tapestry of colorful tales, beginning with the timid musings of a young
boy on the verge of becoming a man in the Jewish section of New York's Bronx neighborhood, and bringing
us up to date with the mature insight of a man whose remarkable trajectory has sent him to the top of
Hollywood's elite and sparked the careers of dozens of household-name entertainers. Along the way, Reiner
treats his listeners to everything from the ordinary to the truly unforgettable: a family trip to a nude beach,
French lessons with Mel Brooks, a chapter dedicated to Rinnie (the dog who unfortunately mistakes a skunk
for a cat), a surprise early-morning visit from the McCarthy era FBI, a heart wrenching story of loss
describing the day of his wife's passing, and then - in a revealing chapter of Reiner's character - he describes
"the most theatrically triumphant day" of his young career.

Through his memoir, we meet the man behind the success in roles rarely seen before: son to Romanian
immigrant Irving Reiner; husband to fellow Bronx native and renowned singer Estelle Reiner; father to the
prolific filmmaker Rob Reiner, psychoanalyst Dr. Annie Reiner, gifted singer, and, Lucas Reiner, a globally
recognized fine artist.

Written with the same combination of playful jest and modest humility that has garnered the love and respect
of fans for generations, I Remember Me remembers the creative and inspiring journey of one of the most
revered comedic icons of the past hundred years.
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From reader reviews:

Juanita Hernandez:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person
has different personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't
wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book I Remember Me. All type of book are
you able to see on many sources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Thomas Obrien:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be change about what going on or info even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era and that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe
will certainly update themselves by reading through books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the
problems coming to a person is you don't know which one you should start with. This I Remember Me is our
recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and need
in this era.

Lee Erbe:

Do you one among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys this aren't like that. This I Remember Me book is readable by simply you who hate those perfect word
style. You will find the info here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer connected with I Remember Me content
conveys thinking easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the content
but it just different in the form of it. So , do you even now thinking I Remember Me is not loveable to be
your top listing reading book?

Linda Guyette:

The book untitled I Remember Me contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains the girl idea
with easy means. The language is very clear to see all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can easy to
read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author gives you in the new period of literary
works. You can read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or model, so you can read the
book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site
and also order it. Have a nice read.
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